New SARS-CoV-2 (molecular) Sample – Order Now!

LGC now offers proficiency testing samples for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) by nucleic acid amplification testing. Samples are non-infectious and are compatible with molecular assays that target CDC and WHO consensus gene sequence regions ORF1a, RdRp, E (Envelope), N (Nucleocapsid) and/or S (Spike).

As increasing numbers of diagnostic methods are made available in the global fight against COVID-19 it is essential that laboratories ensure that their application of methods and subsequent results are reliable and accurate using external quality assurance tools including proficiency testing.

Secure your testing - Order now as demand is high – first despatch is on 4th May 2020.

Order online: https://www.lgcstandards.com/GB/en/p/PT-CL-MI-COV

Email us your application form: Anne.van.der.Wens@lgcgroup.com

Call us: +49 160 97545449

SARS-CoV-2 (molecular)

Program Description
2 x 1.5 mL liquid - non-infectious, fully-extractable specimen. Qualitative reporting for COVID-19 detection.

Program/ Analyte Information
SARS-CoV-2 (molecular)

Despatch Dates 2020
4th May, 20th July, 26th October

“Governments, health bodies, hospitals, virology labs and indeed most of the world’s population find themselves locked in a war with the novel virus COVID-19.

“LGC is now directly involved in COVID-19 related work, from supporting diagnostic kit manufacturers, diagnostic testing and clinical research to providing quality assurance tools to ensure reliability of measurements being made. It is our hope that by using this new proficiency testing program for SARS-CoV-2, external quality assurance measures will be in place for all clinical laboratories worldwide.

“Together we can ensure the accurate and reliable testing of patients as the world unites to prevent loss of life.”

Brian Brookman, Director, Proficiency Testing, LGC.